Our experience is
your profit

NAVY/MARINE
We do it for
special demands

Quality and Competence

Your requirements are
a challenge for us

August F. M. Bohnhoff GmbH
Gewerbering 2
25469 Halstenbek
Telefon +49(0)4101 / 3 75 00 - 0
Fax +49(0)4101 / 3 75 00 - 25
www.bohnhoff-hamburg.com
info@bohnhoff-hamburg.com

A-MAGNETIC

OUR COMPETENCE

OUR NAVY REFERENCES

We supply a-magnetic galley equipment with corresponding
a-magnetic components like heating elements, cooking
plates etc.

The company August F.M. Bohnhoff, was founded in the year 1875. Traditional standards of craftsmanship are
the base for the production of high quality catering-equipment for ships.
The production of appliances for seagoing-ships started in the early years of the 20th century.

GERMAN NAVY

Galley- and pantry-equipment in special navy design has a long tradition in our supplies to German and
international Navies. BOHNHOFF developed shock- and vibration-proof equipment as well as a-magnetic
furniture and appliances for frigates, corvettes, mine- sweepers, submarines and support vessels. NATO
standards can be fulfilled.

Corvettes K130

VIBRATION PROOF
Basics of our scope of products are supplied in vibration
resistant version.

Your requirements and our experience provide the base for a successful cooperation. Your projects will
gain a lot from our competence. The most modern design facilities will provide efficient planning.
We support your project from the initial planning up to the final commissioning.
Daily dispatch of spare parts is an important issue of our business.

SHOCK PROOF

FOUNDATION PLAN

Our equipment is available in shock proof execution .
Based on different shock requirements we can supply
the adequate solutions not only for shock mounts but specific
constructions also.

HYGIENIC
Cooking appliances and counters, refrigerators and
st-st furniture can be supplied in accordance to USPH
standards and European standards also.

Frigates F122, Frigates F123, Frigates
F124, Frigates F125 (under construction)
Support Vessels #1 and # 2
Mine-sweepers (fleet of SM 343 + MJ 332)
Support Vessel Class 404

PORTUGESE NAVY
Frigates
Submarine Type U-209 / U-214

ITALIAN NAVY
Submarine Type U-212 1st and 2nd Lot

TURKISH NAVY
Frigates
Submarines

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION

MALAYSIAN NAVY
Corvettes (6)

GREEK NAVY
Frigates
Submarines

INDONESIAN NAVY
33 units of strategic vessels
submarines

KOREAN NAVY
Submarines

COLUMBIAN NAVY
Offshore Patrol Vessels,
Submarines

SOUTH AFRICAN NAVY
Corvettes

ISRAELIAN NAVY
Submarines Type DOLPHIN

INDIAN NAVY
Patrol Vessels P17,
Submarines Type U-209

Complete supply of galleys and pantries on several other projects.

